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Disclaimer
This site is maintained by Brabander Alm with the utmost attention.
Nevertheless, it is possible that information may not be entirely correct or
became incorrect over time. For that reason, no rights may be derived
from the content of this internet site. Brabander Alm does not take
responsibility for information on any internet site or page to which this
Brabander Alm site refers.

Privacy
Brabander Alm respects your privacy and is committed to its protection. In
the following privacy policy you can read which of your details are
gathered by us and how we handle them.
Automatically gathered information
If you visit our website, the following data is automatically registered on
our server:
•
•

•

which pages you have visited, for our statistics,
your IP-address (a unique number, which is automatically allocated
to your computer by your internet provider, when you go on the
internet), in order to be able to distinguish you as a unique visitor
for our statistics,
the name of your computer system and type of Internet browser, so
that we can keep improving our website for the systems used by our
visitors and which enables us to enhance problem solving.

By means of this process no personal information from your computer is
being read. In addition, these data will under no circumstances be used to
retrieve your identity. Outside these data and the details you fill in
yourself, while making a booking, registration or request, no information
will be kept.
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Links
Brabander Alm contains adverts of third parties and links to other sites.
Brabander Alm has no influence on the privacy policy of these third parties
nor their websites and can, as such, not be held responsible for them.
Cookies
The website of Brabander Alm makes use of cookies. These are temporary
small files on your computer in which information is stored for the use of
our website. These cookies come from Brabander Alm itself and parties
that Brabander Alm cooperates with. The information that we gather by
the use of cookies is in all cases not personally traceable or identifiable.
All cookies will remain on your computer for a limited period of time. If
this period has expired, the information will be refreshed. You can block
the use of cookies in your internet browser; via the section ‘Help’ of your
browser, you can find out how to act in your case. Please note: if you
have disabled cookies in your browser, you will not be able to make use of
the applications on our website, as stated below:

Your visit to our website
In order to be able to measure which websites send visitors to Brabander
Alm, both Brabander Alm and this external websites store data in a
cookie. Should you for instance visit our site through a paid advert from
Google or Yahoo, these parties will install a cookie. If you visit us through
an affiliate partner, the identification details of this party will be installed
in a cookie.
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Web analysis
Brabander Alm uses Adobe Analytics and Google Analytics to map the use
of its website. In order to make correct measurements, your visiting
behaviour will be recorded anonymously in cookies of these companies.
These measurements are used by Brabander Alm to continuously improve
and innovate its website.
Personalised banners
Brabander Alm cooperates with external parties to show you banners, with
the assistance of renowned advert technologies, which fit with what you
have already have been searching for on our website. So your own
queries determine the content of the banners that you see, so that the
banner aims for your holiday wishes and is customised for you. In order to
achieve this, your queries are stored anonymously in a cookie of these
external parties.
Your personal details
By making a booking or requesting our e-mailings, you will be
automatically stored in our address database. We use your details to be
able to communicate the status of your reservation and payment, to send
the necessary details of your accommodation and to keep you informed
about interesting offers with regard to our products and services. If you
do not wish to provide your email address when booking with us, then
please make your booking by phone. With regard to the Personal Data
Protection Act, we will not provide third parties with your personal details.
If you would rather not receive our promotional newsletters or direct mail,
then please simply unsubscribe from our promotion mails via de website.
If you would rather not receive any written mail either, then please send a
written request through post or email to Brabander Alm.
Public information
Information you provide us with in our guestbook may be read by other
guests. Please make sure that you do not enter any personal information
in the guestbook. Brabander Alm reserves the right to refuse reactions at
their own discretion and without statement of reasons.

